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Abstract
An accurate and efficient regression-based design space exploration
methodology is proposed that models the impacts of the mem-
ory hierarchy and the network-on-chip (NoC) on the overall chip
multiprocessor (CMP) performance. Designers cannot explore all
possible designs for a NoC without considering interactions with
the rest of the uncore, in particular the cache configuration and
memory hierarchy which determine the amount and pattern of the
traffic on the NoC. The proposed regression model is able to cap-
ture the salient design points of the uncore for a comprehensive
design space exploration by designing memory and NoC-specific
regression models and leveraging recent advances in uncore sim-
ulation. To show the utility of our methodology, two case studies
are presented: i) Analyzing and refining regression models for an
8-core CMP and ii) performing a rapid design space exploration
to find best performing designs of a NoC-based CMP given area-
constraints for CMPs of up to 64 cores. Through these case studies,
it is shown that i) Simultaneous consideration of the memory and
NoC parameters in the NoC design space exploration can refine
uncore-based regression models, ii) sampling techniques must con-
sider the dynamic design space of the uncore, and iii) overall, the
proposed regression models reduce the amount of simulations re-
quired to characterize the NoC design space by up to four orders of
magnitude.

1. Introduction
Given the current trend of an increasing number of cores in chip
multi-processors (CMPs), some CMPs have the potential to have
over 100 cores in the near term future. Intel has already produced
the 80-core Intel Teraflops processor [25], while Tilera has devel-
oped a 100-core CMP [24]. As a means to scale performance within
power and area budgets for a large number of cores, designers have
increasingly relied upon using network-on-chip (NoC) topologies
to manage communication traffic between cores. However, effi-
ciently designing NoCs for CMPs with large number of cores is
an ongoing problem for system designers [18]. Thus, as a solution
to this growing need for effective NoC design techniques, a rapid
design space exploration methodology, Uncore RPD, is proposed to
pinpoint the best use of hardware resources for NoC-based CMPs.
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System designers cannot explore all possible designs for a NoC
without considering interactions with the rest of the uncore, in par-
ticular the cache configuration and memory hierarchy, which deter-
mine the amount of pattern of the traffic on the NoC. A particular
measure of the co-dependent impacts of the memory hierarchy and
NoC on overall performance is shown in Figure 1. In this moti-
vational experiment on four arbitrarily selected SPLASH-2 bench-
marks, the parameters of the NoC, shared caches and application
data size are fixed, while the private L1 cache sizes are varied from
32kB to 128kB. In all four of these benchmarks, as the private
caches increase, the NoC traffic generated from the application is
reduced. Hence, it is essential to model the memory hierarchy in
the context of NoC design, as NoC utilization can vary drastically
based on application and the memory hierarchy.

The memory hierarchy and NoC design space has grown to
over 100 million configurations for homogeneous CMPs. Tradi-
tional cycle-accurate simulators, such as gem5 [4], suffer from large
simulation time, which makes it prohibitive to explore the CMP
core-uncore design space with millions of configurations. In an ef-
fort to quickly simulate designs in this growing design space, re-
searchers have recently discovered efficient techniques to speed up
uncore-based simulation [6, 21]. Despite the significant speedup
in simulation time, it is computationally infeasible to exhaustively
simulate every design with simulation. Thus, it is necessary to ap-
ply a technique, such as regression modeling, to characterize the
design space with a reduced sample of fast simulations. Statistical
regression models have been applied to the single core microarchi-
tecture [9, 16], multiprocessor model [17], shared caches [8, 9, 13],
accelerators [20], and GPUs [14]. This paper is the first to accu-
rately and efficiently apply statistical regression modeling [16] to
design the memory as well as the NoC design space of the “uncore”
in a CMP system. By leveraging advances in the NoC-based CMP
simulation through SynchroTrace [21], the proposed statistical re-
gression methods can simulate CMPs up to 64 cores in the order of
minutes to 24 hours. By utilizing regression modeling [16], the ex-
ploration time of the design space is reduced by up to four orders of
magnitude compared to fast, contemporary uncore simulators, with
median prediction errors of CMP performance as low as 1.4%. As
an added novelty, a low-discrepancy sampling technique, SOBOL,
is used in sampling the uncore design space to improve the system-
atic biases within the model by 4×.

1.1 Contributions
This paper makes the following contributions:

1. Regression modeling strategies are assessed for the memory
and NoC design space.

2. Domain knowledge of the memory and NoC co-dependent im-
pacts on performance are applied into the model.

3. An 8-core NoC-based CMP regression model is assessed for
accuracy and modeling biases.
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Figure 1. Comparison of NoC traffic, while varying private caches

4. A low-discrepancy sampling technique, SOBOL, is investigated
for a more accurate memory and NoC design space exploration.

5. A large scope design space exploration area-constrained case
study of up to a 64-core NoC-based CMP is examined, to
prove the efficiency of the proposed design space exploration
methodology.

2. Background and Related Work
The proposed NoC-based CMP design space exploration methodol-
ogy includes i) fast simulation of memory and NoC-focused CMP
simulation through using SynchroTrace [21], ii) a reduction in the
number of simulations required to characterize the design space
by leveraging regression modeling strategies by Harrell [10] (intro-
duced to the computer architecture literature by Lee et al [15]), and
iii) a low discrepancy sampling technique, SOBOL [23], to aid in
the fidelity of the statistical regression models in characterizing the
uncore design space of memory and NoC.

2.1 NoC-based CMP Simulation
Enhancements to traditional execution-based simulators to model
NoC-based CMPs [4, 6, 11, 12, 21] are a well-tread research area,
but these enhancements are not efficient enough for design space
exploration. Sniper [6] is a multi-threaded execution-driven sim-
ulator that obtains speedup through interval simulation, achiev-
ing simulation performance by an order of magnitude over full-
system simulators such as Gem5 [4]. SynchroTrace [21] is a trace-
driven simulation framework comprised of synchronization-aware
traces that drive a timing model, interfaced with the cache and
NoC simulators from Gem5 [4], Ruby and Garnet, respectively.
The synchronization-aware traces are generated from the native ex-
ecution of multi-threaded applications. Both Attackboard [12] and
Netrace [11] create dependency-tracking network traces for NoC
simulators. Although they are fast for benchmarking single design
NoCs, these network traces are unreliable for design space explo-
ration of NoCs, as they require multiple full-system simulation runs
for their methodology. Additionally, Synfull [2] generates network

traces based application and cache coherence behavior. However,
the traces are required to be generated per memory configuration,
and generating the traces require full-system simulation. In the con-
text of a memory hierarchy and NoC design space of over 100 mil-
lion configurations in homogeneous CMPs, these execution- and
trace-based simulation techniques alone are not scalable. For the
proposed design space exploration methodology, SynchroTrace is
leveraged for its speedup (up to an 18× speedup over the Gem5
full-system simulator) while maintaining 97% accuracy in design
space exploration of the uncore.

2.2 Regression and Computational Modeling Techniques
A recent hot research area has been in modeling techniques
to reduce the total number of simulations required to estimate
the power and performance of large design spaces. These tech-
niques include statistical regression models [9, 16, 20], 2D wavelet
models [8], artificial neural networks [8, 13], and ranking algo-
rithms [7]. Statistical regression models have been applied to the
single core microarchitecture [9, 16], multiprocessor model [17],
bus-based CMPs [13], shared caches [8, 9, 13], accelerators [20],
and GPUs [14]. SVR-NoC [22] leverages a learning-based support
vector regression model to compute NoC-specific performance
metrics, such as the channel average waiting time and the traffic
flow latency. However, this model does not attribute the affects of
the memory hierarchy on the NoC. ArchRanker [7] applies a rank-
ing algorithm to find the best design in a design space. Overall,
ArchRanker reduces the total number of execution driven simula-
tion samples required to rank the design space in terms of perfor-
mance. Additionally, ArchRanker only models a design space of
up to 8 cores with a fixed NoC interconnect. Varying the NoC pa-
rameters, which is a necessity in uncore design space exploration,
was not performed in ArchRanker [7].
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Predictor Design Space Predictor Values

Core Count [2,4,8,16,32,64]
L1 Hit Latency (Cycles) [2,3,4,5,6]
L1 Cache Size (kB) [8,16,32,64,128]
L1 Associativity [2,4,8,16]
L2 Cache Size (kB) [128,256,512,1024,2048]
L2 Associativity [2,4,8,16]
NoC Buffer Depth (Flits) [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8]
NoC Virtual Channels [1,2,3,4,5]
NoC Channel Bandwidth (Flits) [2,4,8,16,32]
NoC 2D Mesh Rows [1,2,4,8]

Table 1. Memory and NoC Predictors

3. Restricted Cubic Spline Model for NoC-based
Design Space Exploration

The overall goal of using the restricted cubic spline models is to
characterize the performance of the overall memory and NoC de-
sign space using a small set of samples. To create the models for
NoC-based CMPs, it is necessary to determine i) the relevant mem-
ory and NoC design predictors, ii) the co-dependent relationship
between the predictors, iii) the number of samples required to gen-
erate the model, and iv) the sampling technique. For reference, the
design predictors used in the memory and NoC case studies of
Section 5 are shown in Table 1. Prior to presenting a NoC-based
CMP restricted cubic spline model, a general restricted cubic spline
model and its motivation are described in the next section.

3.1 Overview of Regression Modeling Methodology
Assume there are P predictors (design configuration parameters)
describing the uncore design space, with X as the set of indepen-
dent predictors (also called a vector of predictors). Then, X =
X1, X2, . . . XP . Let Y be defined as the response variable to the
set of predictors X . In the context of design space exploration,
a predictor X2, for instance, can represent L2 cache size, while
Y represents overall system performance. The dependent variable
Y is assumed to be constant for a given set of predictors X .
β represents a set of regression coefficients (weights) with β =
β0, β1, . . . , βP .

Thus, for a given observation i, using an initial weighted sum
linear regression of the predictor values Xi,P of observation i, the
predicted value ŷ is :

ŷ = β0 + β1Xi,1 +β2Xi,2 . . . βPXi,P (1)

= βTXi (2)
To fit a linear regression model to all design configuration ob-

servations, N , the best-fitting approach can be used by minimizing
the sum of squared errors of the actual performance values Y to the
predicted performance values Yi:

Error(β0, β1, . . . , βP ) =

N∑
i=1

(Yi − β0 −
P∑

j=1

βjXi,P )
2 (3)

However, this linear regression model cannot model predictors
with nonlinear relationships with the response (i.e. NoC bandwidth
to system performance). Polynomial models can be considered but
have an undesirable property: an established fit in one region may
impact the fit in another region. Thus, to address these issues,
restricted cubic spline models [10] are used. Generally, splines
are used as a flexible modeling technique to capture piecewise
functions throughout the prediction space. The piecewise functions
can be linear or model polynomials. The prediction space is divided

into intervals by knots, k knots t1, . . . , tk, which are the endpoints
that connect the piecewise functions. The number of knots, k, can
be tuned based on the number of available configurations for a
given design parameter X; an increase in knots typically leads to a
better overall fit to the model. Since the cubic spline models have
low modeling accuracy near the tails of the model, restricted cubic
spline models, with linear tails, are used for better overall accuracy.

With the regression coefficients β0, . . . , βk−1 are estimated, the
restricted cubic spline model takes the form of:

ŷ = β0 + β1X + β2(X − t1)
3
+ + . . .+ βk+1(X − tk)

3
+ (4)

Once the regression coefficients are computed, the predicted
response (i.e. performance) for a set of design configurations, X ,
can be computed easily by evaluating the linear Equation 4.

3.2 Co-dependent Relationship between Predictors
The memory and NoC predictor have co-dependent impact on per-
formance, as motivated in the example shown in Figure 1. An ex-
ample of this includes the interaction of the L1 cache size on the
NoC channel bandwidth, for NoC-intensive benchmarks. If these
predictors impact on the response cannot be separated, an addi-
tional regression coefficient and predictor term must be added. This
scenario is defined as an interaction [10], with a newly constructed
predictor term X3 = X1X2.

The added complexity to the regression model is as follows:

ŷ = β0 + β1X1 + β2X2 + β3X1X2

To discover the potential memory and NoC co-dependent im-
pacts, a Spearman correlation algorithm is run across the sampled
simulation data. This algorithm produces the strength of each pre-
dictor in its relationship to performance. If the top 3 strongest over-
all predictors are a mix of the memory hierarchy and the NoC, these
predictors are assigned the co-dependent impacts of the memory
hierarchy and NoC in the model creation.

Figure 2 is an example of the Spearman coefficient response
of the predictors for the Ocean benchmark. In this example, it is
seen that out of the top 3 highest responses, the highest predic-
tor strength to performance relationship is a NoC predictor (NoC
channel bandwidth), and the other two of the top three are the L1
cache size, and the number of NoC virtual channels. This high-level
memory/NoC relationship is maintained in the proposed restricted
cubic spline model by accounting for these top 3 interactions in the
model creation for Ocean. The rest of the benchmarks analyzed and
presented in Table 2.

bw
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Figure 2. Spearman Correlation of Cache and NoC Predictors of
Ocean
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Benchmark Top 3 Predictors and Spearman Coefficient

Barnes L1 Latency: 0.554 L1 Cache Size: 0.179 NoC Bandwidth: 0.112
Blackscholes L1 Latency: 0.833 L1 Cache Size: 0.023 # Virtual Channels: 0.015
Cholesky L1 Latency: 0.478 NoC Bandwidth: 0.196 L1 Cache Size: 0.100
FFT L1 Latency: 0.671 NoC Bandwidth: 0.117 # Virtual Channels: 0.033
FMM L1 Latency: 0.655 L1 Cache Size: 0.117 NoC Bandwidth: 0.078
LU L1 Cache Size: 0.250 L1 Latency: 0.234 NoC Bandwidth: 0.234
Ocean NoC Bandwidth: 0.492 L1 Cache Size: 0.264 # Virtual Channels: 0.105
Water-NSquared L1 Latency: 0.520 NoC Bandwidth: 0.056 L2 Cache Size: 0.049
Water-Spatial L1 Latency: 0.527 NoC Bandwidth: 0.055 L2 Associativity: 0.047

Table 2. Spearman Correlation: Splash2 and Parsec Benchmarks

3.3 Sampling Techniques
A general sampling strategy posited by Harrell [10] is to sample
20× the number of predictors. The results of the case studies of
Section 5 show that a sample size of 20× the number of predictors
is largely sufficient for design space exploration of the uncore, as
well. In regards to the sampling strategy, the uniform-at-random
sampling technique is recommended by Harrell (and adopted by
Lee et al. [16]) due to its computational ease and lack of user-
induced bias in the model.

However, in the context of memory and NoC design space ex-
ploration, uniform-at-random sampling neglects to represent the
low cache / varying NoC region with enough samples. Conse-
quently, the regression models constructed with uniform-at-random
sampling all have a systematic bias. Hypothetically, this system-
atic bias will manifest itself as overestimated performance for low
performing designs (i.e. low cache / low NoC), as the uniformly
sampled space will feature higher cache sizes where sensitivity to
NoCs are lower. In effect, this bias renders these uniformly sampled
models unusable for design space exploration, as low performing
designs may be predicted as having a desirable performance.

To resolve this systematic bias, Uncore RPD leverages a low-
discrepancy sampling technique, SOBOL [5, 23]. SOBOL is a
deterministic quasirandom sequence that can sample “more uni-
formly” than uniform-at-random sampling and can be constructed
for N -dimensions. The overall benefit with this technique is that
the sequence will produce a sample set that can guarantee sam-
pling of the more critical design spaces. Thus, this low-discrepancy
sampling technique will resolve the issue of systematic bias in over-
predicting performance for poor designs.

4. Experimental Methodology
The simulation platform, experimental methodology, and case stud-
ies are introduced in this section. Using the proposed design space
exploration methodology, Uncore RPD, 8-core CMP models are
constructed and assessed for accuracy and modeling biases. Fol-
lowing this assessment, a regression model is constructed for vary-
ing a number of cores to rapidly explore the large uncore design
space of CMPs of up to 64 cores.

4.1 Memory/NoC Simulation Platform and Design Space
A number of L1 and L2 cache sizes, associativities, and NoC pa-
rameters that include buffer depth, number of virtual channels,
channel bandwidth, and 2D mesh dimensions are explored in the
design space exploration experiments. The quantitative values of
the design space are listed in Table 2. The regression models are
generated using the statistical computing tool R. Uncore simula-
tion is performed with SynchroTrace [21]. These predictors model
a subset of the wide memory and NoC design space including vary-
ing configurations of private and shared caches, as well as the NoC.
For design spaces with a fixed core count, there are 1.6 million de-
sign configurations available, and 9.6 million design configurations

in the design space when cores are varied. The area of these de-
sign configurations is calculated with Cacti 6.5 [19] for the caches
and Orion 2.0 [15] for the NoC using the 65nm technology. Multi-
threaded applications from the Splash-2 [26] and PARSEC-2.1 [3]
benchmark suites were used in the design space exploration case
studies. The synchronization-aware traces (for SynchroTrace) of
these multi-threaded applications were captured on the Linux Ker-
nel 2.6 in CentOS 6 with the standard POSIX Thread API.

4.2 Case Studies Descriptions
Memory and NoC-focused restricted cubic spline models are gen-
erated for 8-core NoC-based CMPs and assessed for model accu-
racy and bias in Section 5.1. Regression models that incorporate a
core count as a configuration parameter (predictor) are evaluated in
Section 5.2. These regression models are then used to extrapolate a
high performing design region, given area constraints from a design
space of a CMP of up to 64 cores.

A single model may not be accurate for all benchmarks in each
case study as applications individually affect how the memory hier-
archy or the NoC may be used. Specifically, each individual appli-
cation may have a high variety in application characteristics; some
benchmarks may have a larger working set than other, contributing
pressure onto local cache sizes, while other benchmarks may have
poor spatial locality and thus contribute L1 cache misses and NoC
traffic. Thus, individual benchmark-specific models are necessary.

5. Experimental Results
In this section, the results of the design space exploration case
studies are detailed.

5.1 Regression Model for 8-Core Chip
Regression models are designed and refined for nine 8-thread
benchmarks from Splash-2 [26] and Parsec 2.1 [3] across the de-
sign space of nine memory hierarchy and NoC predictors. Re-
gression models are created using existing sampling strategies of
Harrell [10]. Specifically, the number of samples required for the
models are 20× the number of predictors (i.e. 180 samples for the
nine predictors examined), and the sampling strategy is uniform-
at-random sampling over these predictors. The 180 samples per
benchmark are then simulated through SynchroTrace, and individ-
uals models are created for each of the Splash-2 and PARSEC 2.1
benchmarks. The models are assessed for accuracy, in compari-
son to a validation set of 18 samples and evaluated for systematic
model biases.

5.1.1 Regression with Existing Sampling Strategies
The performance prediction error of the nine Splash-2 and PAR-
SEC 2.1 benchmarks are presented in Figure 3. As shown in Fig-
ure 3, the model for the blackscholes benchmark is the most ac-
curate, with a median performance prediction error of 1.4%. All
of the benchmarks have a median performance prediction of less
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Figure 3. 8-Core Prediction Error without Memory and NoC In-
teractions

than 6.9%, with the exception of LU. It is evident that the model
for the LU benchmark, which has a median performance prediction
of 24.0%, has a much higher prediction error than the other eight
benchmarks. During the simulations of the LU benchmark, it was
discovered that the LU benchmark injects NoC traffic at a much
higher rate than the other eight benchmarks: an order of magnitude
more than Barnes, FFT, and FMM. Thus, LU has NoC parameters
that are more sensitive (compared to the other benchmarks) with
respect to performance, and this sensitivity is prevalent only for the
small cache design spaces. Thus, the error may justify increasing
the number of samples for this benchmark to better represent this
critical region. An investigation on the impact of the number of
samples on model performance is left to future work.

For the two most NoC-intensive benchmarks, Ocean, and LU,
modeling the co-dependent impact of the cache and NoC predic-
tors on performance further increases the accuracy of the regres-
sion model. As the cache and NoC can have a co-dependent on
performance, an additional coefficient must be made explicit to ac-
count for this interaction. For reference, the strategies to model the
memory and NoC co-dependent impacts on performance is pre-
sented in Section 3.2. The prediction error for LU, and Ocean are
improved by a notable margin. For LU model, the worst performing
model, the median performance prediction error for the LU barely
improves to 23.8%. However, the first quartile and third quartile
prediction errors reduce from 12.9% to 9.6% and 45.0% to 40.7%,
respectively. For the Ocean model, the maximum error reduces
from 29.6% to 12.9%, while the median error reduces from 7.5%
to 6.1%.

5.1.2 Correcting Model Bias through Low Discrepancy
Sampling

The modeling error of the eight benchmarks, illustrated Figure 4, is
sufficient given the range of overall system performance in the to-
tal design space. However, a systematic bias in the model must be
addressed prior to a design space exploration using the regression
models. For all of the benchmarks, the highest variety in outliers
or in the 3rd Quartile–max value range are from the same design
configurations in the validation set. This error is attributed to over-
predicting the performance of the low performing designs (high
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Figure 4. 8-Core Prediction Error with Memory and NoC Interac-
tions

CPI). It is necessary to remove this model bias, as these models
will predict higher performance for low performing design config-
urations, and as a result, incorrect design configurations may be in
the desired high performing subset design space.

Figure 5a illustrates the residuals of the uniform-at-random
sampling-based regression model for FFT by grouping the CPI pre-
diction for each of the 180 design points into sets of 20. At each of
the fitted values, the residuals are presented in as values: first quar-
tile, median, and third quartile. The residuals of this model show
that the designs with the highest CPIs (lowest performance) have a
large positive error; in other words, the design configurations with
high CPI are overpredicted in performance using the initial regres-
sion models. This error can be attributed to the sampling technique
leveraged from the work of Harrell [10]. Although uniformly-at-
random sampling reduces the chance of a user-generated bias for
the model, this assertion does not hold true for general model bias
when modeling a memory and NoC. Specifically, for the design
space in which the memory is small, the resulting NoC traffic will
be increased. This design space will feature very sensitive NoC pre-
dictors, whereas if the memory subsystem were of high resources,
the NoC would be under-utilized. It is important to sample this re-
gion adequately, as a model may not be able to predict the per-
formance of this design space purely from the samples of design
space medium to larger memory systems. As a whole uniformly-
at-random sampling may have higher densities of designs of differ-
ent regions of the design space but may miss sampling the “small-
cache” region fully. Thus, to reduce this potential model bias, it is
essential to use a sampling technique that covers the whole design
space: low-discrepancy sampling.

To reduce the model bias, a form of low-discrepancy sampling,
SOBOL, is leveraged for the model creation in order to “more
uniformly” sample the design space as described in Section 3.3.
As shown in Figure 5b, the high-CPI model bias in the uniform-at-
random sampling is corrected with SOBOL sampling for FFT, with
a 4× improvement in residual error for the highest CPI designs
sampled.
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Figure 5. CPI Residuals of FFT with Uniform-at-Random and
SOBOL Sampling [Top Line - 3rd Quartile, Middle Line - Median,
Bottom Line - 1st Quartile]

5.2 Area-Constrained Design Space Exploration of Large
Multi-threaded Programs

In this section, a case study on area-constrained design space ex-
ploration of a wide memory and NoC space with a varied number
of cores is explored. The overall goal of this experiment is to deter-
mine a design subspace that encompasses the highest performing
designs given uncore area constraints. Within this design subspace,
there are designs that sacrifice area and/or power for increased per-
formance. This case study explores the flexibility of varying the
number of cores, and thus seeks to discover if fewer cores with a
larger uncore or a large number of cores with a smaller uncore is
optimal.

This case study examines the design configurations in Table 1,
including a varying number of cores from two to 64. The area
constraint is based on the area of the Intel SCC [1]: 576mm2. To
assess the uncore, a constraint of 50% of the total chip area is
designated for the uncore.

Regression models are developed sampling 180 designs over the
entire design space, including the varied number of cores. For this
experiment, the number of rows on the 2D mesh of the NoC are kept
fixed to a respective core count, i.e. 64 cores has an 8 mesh rows,
while 4 cores have 2 mesh rows. Thus, nine design parameters are
investigated, with a total number of design configurations reaching
2.4 million. The prediction accuracy of the regression model is
detailed in Figure 6. It is notable that the median error of all of
the benchmarks are less than 10% with a third quartile error of
approximately 20% or less.

Benchmark Size of Optimal Performing De-
sign Subspace

Water-Spatial 1260
FMM 3063
LU 145
FFT 1418
Cholesky 917

Table 3. Size of Optimal Design Subspace of Selected Bench-
marks

5.2.1 Optimal Design Space with an Error Margin
To discover the optimal design in the design space, all of the area
values of the 2.4 million design configurations are computed and
filtered through the area constraint (50% of 576mm2). The remain-
ing designs are processed through the regression model as to predict
the performance of each design configuration, including the high-
est performing design configuration. A design space of interest can
be constructed by discovering the optimal performing design and
the design configurations that fall within the regression model error
margin of the best design. Thus, the amount of prediction error for
each model affects the size of the targeted subspace containing the
optimal design configurations under area constraints. For example,
the model for LU has a third quartile error of 18.2%. The best pre-
dicted design for LU in this design space is a 16-core CMP with a
128kB L1 cache, 256kB L2 cache, and a relatively large NoC with
a 16 byte channel length. The performance of the optimal design is
predicted to be 1.5 CPI. The designs that are within 18.2% of 1.5
CPI are added to the design space of interest. Overall, the proposed
regression modeling methodology enables a filtered optimal design
space, on the order of 100s to 1000s of design configurations, to
be discovered out of the total 2.4 million design configurations. Ta-
ble 3 summarizes the sizes of the design space of interest for five
benchmarks.

5.2.2 Analyzing the Area-Constrained Design Space
For this case study, the prediction results of the LU and Cholesky
benchmarks are examined in the context of this area-constrained
large design space exploration. The proposed methodology, Un-
core RPD, enables designers to rapidly visualize the uncore design
space. Figure 7 illustrates the design space for LU given the area
constraint; every design under the area constraint is evaluated for
predicted performance and is categorized by number of cores of
the simulation. Figure 8 illustrates the design space for LU with a
categorization of total cache area. Through these two figures, it is
evident that i) all of the optimal designs (i.e. within the error mar-
gin of the highest performing design) are of 16 cores for a design
space of up to 64 cores, and ii) the optimal designs contain cache
sizes varying between 100mm2 and 200mm2 with varying NoC re-
sources. This rapid design space exploration describes a relatively
heterogeneous result for Cholesky: i) as shown in Figure 9 the op-
timal design region is dominated by a mix of 8-core CMPs and
16-core CMPs, and ii) by correlating the cache size to the optimal
performing designs, Figure 10 depicts that highest performing de-
signs have total cache sizes between 100mm2 and 200mm2 with
varying NoC resources.

In the context of 2.4 million design configurations in a subset
of the uncore design space, it is infeasible to characterize the
entire design space solely using simulation. Overall, as presented
in this case study, the proposed regression modeling methodology,
Uncore RPD, enables designers to rapidly investigate the large
uncore subspace by reducing the amount of simulations required
to characterize the design space by over four orders of magnitude.
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Figure 10. Cache Area of Filtered Design Space for Cholesky
using Regression Modeling

5.2.3 Simulation Statistics
The compute time required to perform the area-constrained design
space exploration case study is presented in Table 4 for Gem5 [4],
SynchroTrace [21], and the proposed Uncore RPD. This table ag-
gregates the total compute time for capturing traces, simulation,
and time associated with regression modeling to characterize the
design space of 2.4 million uncore design configurations. This time
can be divided up by the number of simulations and compute nodes
available in a research computing cluster. Design space exploration
with Gem5 does not require traces or further modeling, but the to-
tal compute time is on the order of 1000 years. SynchroTrace re-
quires generating traces once for each thread count (i.e. a trace for
each 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64 threads per benchmark) and has a total
compute time on the order of 100 years. Uncore RPD requires the
same trace generation step to leverage SynchroTrace, but the pro-
posed methodology can characterize the design space sufficiently
with only 180 designs and minimal compute time for model cre-
ation and prediction. In practice, using the previously generated
traces, the Uncore RPD methodology was executed fully on LU
benchmark in approximately an hour to simulate the samples and
generate the model using a cluster with 2432 compute cores.

6. Conclusions
In this work, Uncore RPD: a rapid regression-based uncore design
space exploration methodology is presented. Effective regression
modeling reduces the number of simulations required to describe
the design space of the memory and NoC. The proposed regression
model is able to capture the salient design points of the uncore for
a comprehensive design space exploration by extending previous
work on microarchitecture-focused regression models and recent
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Simulation
Methodology

Trace Capture
Time

Simulation Time Model Creation
and Prediction
Time

Total Time

Gem5 N/A 1370 years N/A 1370 years
SynchroTrace 21 hours 274 years N/A 274 years
Uncore RPD 21 hours 180 hours 5 seconds 207 hours

Table 4. Design Space Exploration Total Compute Time for LU

advances in uncore simulation. SOBOL, a low-discrepancy sam-
pling technique, is implemented to reduce systematic bias, and the
model is further refined through modeling the co-dependent impact
of the memory and NoC on overall system performance. To show
the utility of our methodology, two case studies are presented: i)
Analyzing and refining regression models for an 8-core CMP and
ii) Performing a rapid design space exploration to find best per-
forming designs of a NoC-based CMP given area-constraints for
CMPs up to 64 cores. Through these case studies, it is shown that i)
Simultaneous consideration of the memory and NoC parameters in
the NoC design space exploration can refine uncore-based regres-
sion models, ii) Sampling techniques must consider the dynamic
design space of the uncore, and iii) Overall, the proposed regression
models reduce the amount of simulations required to characterize
the NoC design space by up to four orders of magnitude.
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